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Android google maps video tutorial

Missing from Google Mapis is a feature: there is a speedometer that will alert you when your speed limit swells. A feature that is present on the most dedicated GPS system, and even on rival applications like Waze, a speedometer can be a life when you are an inexperienced driver or are not sure about speed limits. Fortunately, now, google maps around a clever task to get a
spidometer requested. The way it works is through a third party application-velocity range of the Velocitiraptor map- which shows you the speed range for a particular area, as well as a notification for a specific area. In this clean third party application settings, you can adjust the measurement units that you want to use as well as get a warning about you to the fastest extent. It's not
the most beautiful solution, but Google figures don't out to a local, it gets as good as it is. Subscribe to our newsletter to the map speed limit on the Download Velocityr-Google Play Store! Last night, Google blessed us with a new version of its map app. The update introduces a complete new UI as well as a few new discovery features. Here's a selection of all the best new things.
See previous versions of The Local Traffic Inkdantsan Google Map, you could see how heavy traffic was in some areas, but why not. This update brought live traffic event reporting. Tap on traffic items in the sidebar (or see your entire way into navigation) and places that can cause traffic problems, including construction, road blocks, and major traffic accidents will be shown.
During navigation, these will be displayed near your path, not just on them. This way, you will be aware of any issues that you decide to hop your way for a while. Search and Search Services new places with CardsG/O Media Conmassaonav You tap on the blank search box in the map, you'll see a large number of new cards of popup as search tips (and many are on this list).
Search card does in old maps like very local, allows you to find new places in your area by searching through different types. The new interface is very bright, fills the slabs with pictures, and reviews at a look. Services card has the same function, but has a very different interface. Services are actually a combination of quick links to things that you may need to find nearby: gas
stations, ATMs, parking, hospitals, etc. Tap on a type and google can find it will be on this map. This approach is a little bit nithering that you see results based only on where they are, not what kind of ranking they are. If you like the old method, you can tap the results list to see the locations listed in the order. Your search search search is more robustly intigratyapalori and services
are not just new cards that search. To start, you'll find close to your date in which you just have this I will show the locations you're looking for. So if you're looking the other way And you tap the search box, only the places you've searched will be displayed in this area. In addition, you can easily modify the search search. Tap settings in the sidebar and then select the map's
header. Here, you can see all the addresses and conditions you've searched for, and remove any of them. In previous versions of the map you can see a small selection of your history when you tap the search box, but Google is now looking for your product much more strongly between Google Now and Maps. It's the ability to fine-tone what you really care about that can prove
invaluable for you to improve this automation. Home and work addresses are prominently highlighted (and editable) work and home addresses have been a big part of your google image because Google was first introduced now. However, they were not always extremely easy to modify or even navigation. With this update, you will find instructions all the time, one of the cards
available will include your work and home address. Additionally, you can edit these addresses from the app. Tap Settings in the side panel, then select Modify Home or Tasks. It's a small thing, but it's been given that Google has in most cases given diving to these important pieces of information on its own (though, fairly with a decent degree of accuracy), if it's good to see an easy
place to change you or Google, it goes wrong. Contact search by Amithas is one of those features that surprises you that it did not exist soon. When you search the contact name directly, their address will be included in the search suggestions. If you collect your search, your friend's location will not appear, but if you are typing it is instantly resin. The preloaded Maps with the voice
comandatos feature is actually a bit of a double strip sword. On the one hand, the preloading mapis is quite powerful user feature that it once was. You cannot manually select a section or manage settings for your cached map. Once it's cash, it's just there. The only way to get rid of it is to empty all your application data. On the other hand, the average users may not be easy to turn
on the feature. As we have already covered, when you look at the area you want to save, just find the right map, either type it out or with voice command, and the entire area will be downloaded. Android: If you have updated the latest Google maps for Android and miss the ability to save the map... Sending a device that can open your device to send a reed is my least favorite way
to get almost anything. However, the new feedback to send the nod feature is perfect. If you're looking for a place on your device and Google provides you with some wrong information or sends you on the wrong road, what are you going to do first thing screaming And your phone is violent. Now, when you do that, you'll find a simple box that you have to tell Google it's wrong and
how to solve it. How to Amiable. New maps are rolling out over the next few weeks. If you are not a patient setting, you can download apk directly, but keep in mind that it is an unofficial device and may not be better for your device. We are pushing our picture areas more and more, and Google is offering a few tips with a new tutorial video. Between software improvements to take
picture fields in Android 4.3 and new ways to upload and share them on Google Map, you want to be able to make the best 360 degree views possible. It may seem more indifferent than important suggestions, but Google seems to be working here a system: a full 360 is achieved near your body as long as the phone is made full routines to keep the phone in portrait familiarity
Tatdamgui, a Guogular working on the picture circle to offer a few suggestions in his forum too Many things pointed out in the video, Ataxi. He said Google is working to create more documents for picture areas, which should help users get a better hold on techniques to create great images. If you are interested in working on your picture circle skills or have a question about the
topic, kill the forums below to join the discussion. From picture circle suggestions AC forum does make a difference one year, especially when it comes to android and Google's ever changing map application. Key new features include search and navigation offline mode, as well as viewing your contacts on the map (or hiding). We will also detail some other map features, such as
private labels locations, custom home and work features, and an extremely easy way to send instructions from the desktop version of the map on your phone. Read on for seven new tricks in Google Maps for Android, start with... 1. Visit with search and navigation when we last checked with Google Maps, the ability to save offline maps was very limited. Sure, you can download
the neighborhood or even city map on your Android device to see offline, but you could not find, and navigation was out of the question. Ben Potterson can see, update, and delete your saved map from the Offline Areas menu. The good news is that the recent versions of Google Maps have completely repaired the offline map. Once saved, online areas are just looking as if you
are online, and you can also dial a restaurant, a bank, or another location for business hours and score a user review. Best of all, you can now get directions to turn by turn inside a safe map. To download the offline map, just tap anywhere on the screen, touch the detail window at the bottom of the display, then download and position the area of the map that you want to save.
Once this happens, you will be able to search and navigation in the areas you have saved the next Your device is offline. To update or delete your saved map, tap the three-line hembarger button Select offline area, tap map, then tap Delete or Update. 2. Send map instructions from a desktop to your phone From the desktop version of Fonizapping to a location used to operate the
crunkey. You had to send a place through a long text link, or you can star as a favorite and dig it up on your Android handset later. Ben Potterson has never been easier to guide Google maps from a desktop to your phone. Fortunately, the recent classification of Google Maps for desktops came with a welcome addition: to send an impossible to your phone button appears
whenever you click a location. Just click the Send button on your phone, and the location will appear as notification sine-in-place about any of your sign-in Android or iOS devices; you can also send a Google Maps hit within an email or text message, just like that. In case of google Map location that arrives within a downloaded Android notification, alerts will include shortcuts as
well as shortcuts for instructions as well as change navigation. 3. Look for you to find (or hide) your contacts as you scare around your neighborhood in Google Map, you may usually feel something new except street names, businesses, schools and other points of interest: the names of contacts in your address book. Ben Potterson You are the only one who can see the names of
your contacts in Google Map, but you can still hide a name. Tap only one name to tap on the contact card in your address book, or get turn-by-turn instructions at your location. Only you can see the names of contacts in Google Maps, but there is still a way to clear a name off the map. Just tap the name in Maps, tap the Three Dot menu button next to your contact card entry, then
tap Hide Contacts in the map. You can also tap the three-line hemburger button in the top of the screen, tap your locations, then scroll through the list of contacts under the labeled table. If you see a contact you want to hide, tap its three dot menu button and select Hide Contacts in the map. 4. Add a private label to each other is the name of our old Brooklyn apartment near
Nelson Daily-or instead, it's my wife and I call her (because it sits on the nelson and court streets side). On Google Map, you'll only see the store with its real name, The Las America Daily Grocery. Ben Potterson You can add your own label to any store or location in Google Map. If you want, though, you can add a private label to google map at any top-public location or location.
The label will only be shown to you, so there is no need to worry about changing the name of the business for anyone other. To add a private label to a location, tap on the map, tap the three-dot menu button in the top of the screen, select the label add, then type in what you want. When you go back to the map, you can The private label will appear in place of the location's original
name. Tap the location, and you'll see a new, paged button next to the Save button. Tap labels to edit or delete Label. 5. Change the icon for home or work when you define your home and work address in Google Map, both locations are sealed with a couple of simple, relatively boring sives: a home made-for-home icon, and a briefcase for work. Ben Potterson want to change the
look of home and work in Google Map? There are more than 30 sibees to select. They'll do the trick, but if you're feeling creative you can make them a little too. Just tap your home or work icon in Google Map (you can search, or tap the three-line hemburger button, tap your locations, then search for home and work under the labeled tab), then give your icon a new look. You can
choose from 30 different sives, from a camper to a teemee or an iglo from a windmill. 6. Measure distance from a point Inotheroff is a simple way to find using Google Map, if you really want to run five miles in the morning. Keep Ben-Patterson tap + button blue measuring line to change further. Tap anywhere on a road until there are drops of red pin, shave on the bottom of the
screen on the information pane, then tap the measurement distance. Next, drag the map as long as the onscreen weed is the at the location you want; as you drag, the number of feet or mail will appear at the bottom of the screen. If you want to make a turn, tap the blue plus sign to anchor the line in the map and drag the wet in a new direction. As long as you've detected your
entire course, then you'll actually be checked for how many mails every day. 7. Know when you need to remove a bus schedule when the bus, train, or subway is when you're checking public transactions on Google Map. Tap the station, then tap a line for arrival times. Tap bus, subway, or train line in Google Map to see a list of trains coming to Ben Potters; people in Green are
displaying the actual time arrival times. The green appears in the times that are in real time, and you can tap on the line at a time to see the arrival times for other stop. Note: When you make some purchases after clicking links in our articles, we can get a small commission. Read our affiliation link policy for more details. Details.
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